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1-6 virtual enzyme lab - analysis(questions:(’ 1.
describe’the’relationship’between’substrate’concentration’and’the’initial’reaction’rate’of’an’enzyme‘ physical
and chemical properties virtual lab - during this lab: fill in the charts below: event describe size change
describe change of state describe new substance formed describe sound produced describe light produced
ocean structure virtual lab what are some characteristics ... - ocean structure virtual lab what are some
characteristics of the ocean and the ocean floor? earths highest mountains, deepest valleys, and flattest plains
are found not on land but under the ocean. beyond ocean shorelines, the continents extend outward. they
slope first gradually and then steeply down to the ocean floor. virtual lab: abiotic/biotic factors - henry
county schools ... - in this virtual lab, you will observe how temperature affects a fish's metabolism. one way
to determine the metabolic rate of a fish is to observe the rate of water movement over the gills. rapid
movement of the operculum, the bony covering over the gills, indicates increased consumption of oxygen,
while slow movement indicates decreased ... scientific method virtual lab - glencoe - scientific method in
action the strange case of beriberi in 1887 a strange nerve disease attacked the people in the dutch east
indies. the disease diffusion virtual lab - patrick henry high school - answer the following questions in
your lab journal 1. did water move into or out of the cell while it was surrounded by a hypotonic solution? 2. did
water move into or out of the cell while it was surrounded by a hypertonic solution? 3. did water move into or
out of the cell while it was surrounded by an isotonic solution? 4. virtual lab how are rocks classified? sedimentary rock testing lab: drag the magnifying glass over the rock sample to get a close-up view. click the
posters on the wall to get specific information about the sedimentary rocks. use the left and right arrows to
page through the information on the poster. then click the 5% hcl solution bottle to place a drop of hcl on the
rock sample. name date per virtual lab: fossil data - name _____ date _____ per ____ virtual lab: fossil data
data table: you may need to hit the refresh button in internet explorer several times to get the other dig sites
to work and load properly. dig site 1 rock/sediment layer name of fossils found (at least 2 in layers 1 and 3)
ecological pyramids virtual lab activity - data for pyramid of numbers ecosystem primary consumers (# of
individuals) 1st order heterotrophs (# of individuals) 2nd order heterotrophs (# of individuals) 3rd order
heterotrophs (# of individuals) deciduous forest hot desert photosynthesis virtual labs - northern
highlands - in this lab, you will be experimenting with how different variables affect the rate of
photosynthesis. 9. set the thermometer to 25°c (room temperature) and the light intensity to 20 . the cell
cycle and cancer virtual lab - click on the microscope in the lab simulation to examine the different types of
tissues. click on the tissue box to switch between the six tissue types available. make a monster murrieta.k12 - in this virtual lab you will use a punnett square to find possible gene combinations and to
create a fictitious animal. pre-lab questions: 1. what is a trait? 2. what are genes? how are they related to
traits? 3. how are gene pairs written out? 4. what is a genotype? 5. what are dominant and recessive alleles?
how are they written out? 6. what ... states of matter virtual lab - iredell-statesville - states of matter lab
page 3 4. write a summary paragraph, which includes drawings, to demonstrate you have mastered the
learning goal. be sure to incorporate both concepts of the learning goal: how the molecules in a solid, liquid
and gas compare to each other. how temperature relates to the kinetic energy of molecules. 5. lab: what is
the role of dna and rna in protein synthesis? - lab: what is the role of dna and rna in protein synthesis? h
o n o r s b i o l o g y : u n i t 5 objectives: ... in this virtual lab you will build a mrna molecule by pairing free
nitrogen bases in the nucleus with nitrogen bases on an unwoven strand of dna. then you will examine how a
mrna molecule is
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